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Appointments and Confirmations by the Superior General 
 
 
DATE   NAME     OFFFICE  PROVINCE 
 
09-06-2003  MARTELLO Daniel   Director DC Belgium 
09-06-2003  JEURIS Teo    Assistant Director DC Belgium 
14-06-2003  SARMIENTO FRANCO David Director DC Bogotá 
16-06-2003  BELLISARIO Andrew E.  Director DC USA West 
28-06-2003  BARBOSA SANTOS Fernando Visitor  Fortaleza 
28-06-2003  SILVA Pedrinho Carlos  Director DC Amazonia 
23-07-2003  NAKAD Antoine   Director DC Near Esat 
24-07-2003  MODESTO F. Joaquim Coelho  Director DC Mozambique 
28-07-2003  DELPLACE Elie   Director DC Cameroon 
04-09-2003  BURDESE Giovanni   Director DC Sardinia 
12-11-2003  GAY Gregory    Visitor  Central America 
19-11-2003  SOLÁS SÁNCHEZ Francisco  Visitor  Venezuela 
20-11-2003  MANIMTIM Marcelo   Visitor  Philippines 
25-11-2003  BOKALIC Vicente   Visitor  Argentina 
 
